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Character modeling can be a funand exciting challenge, pushingyou to expand your skills everfurther in the quest to create thenext perfect character. The flip sideis that at times, it can also befrustrating, confusing and downright unpleasant. Especially if youare trying it for the first time.
I remember my first couple ofcharacters. They were oh so badlymodeled. The topology was anightmare and on the first one Ididn't even know about the “setsmooth” button, so it was all sharpand blocky looking. But as timegoes on, you learn a thing or two.Techniques come easier and itstarts dawning on you that topologyis kind of important. A bit ofresearch will lead you to a numberof great tutorials on how toconstruct your models so that they

not only look better, but alsoanimate better.
So now that you can modelreasonably well, (well at least youthink so), it is time to start thinkingabout what makes a greatcharacter. Almost anything can beanimated to give the appearance oflife and possibly intelligence. Butjust because it moves, does thatmake it a character?
I have seen some fun animatedobjects: desk lamps, cereal boxesand even the odd electrical cord.But are they characters or justeveryday objects that had a littletoo much energy one day andstarted moving around? Sometimesit is hard to decide if an animatedobject crosses over to being acharacter or not.
Humanoid or animal characters areeasy to spot, (well if they are doneright they are :P ). They displayfamiliar human behavior,movements, intelligence andemotions. Even space alien typecharacters seem to follow these“norms”. If your character deviatesfrom these so called “norms”, thedeviations generally seem to fallinto an acceptable range and justadd depth to your character. But

the further you move away fromthe familiar “norm”, the harder itbecomes to quantify whether youhave created a character or ananimated object.
After you have spent countlesshours pondering the definition ofcharacters, you still need to createthat perfect character. And unlessyou were suddenly struck by divineinspiration, it could take a while todecide on the seemingly endlessdetails.
So, while you are sorting throughsome of those details, why don'tyou sit down and soak up a littleinspiration from the wonderfulcharacters that have been gatheredfor this issue. That's right, in thisissue we are going to take a look at“Character Building”. And just toadd a little fun, we not only havearticles and tutorials, but somegreat character models for you toplay with as well as a bonussurprise.
Bonus surprise? Yes, that's right,but you have to read the magazineto find it. So have fun and enjoy!

"Almost anything can be
animated to give the
appearance of life and
possibly intelligence. But just
because it moves, does that
make it a character? "

Sandra Gilbert
Manager/Editor

www.blenderart.org Issue 35 - Character Building
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Character modeling can be some ofthe most rewarding modeling youcan undertake. But it can also befrustrating and rather challenging tosay the least. It can be especially painfulif all you want to do is practice a littlerigging and animation.
Luckily, Blender users have quite a fewfree characters and even rigs that havebeen created by fellow Blender usersfor you to practice / play with andstudy. In addition to the manycharacters that can be found online,here is a new batch of characters thathave been submitted for you to studyand enjoy. All of the blend files forthese characters can be found in theblend zip download file for this issue(#35), in the Character Blends folder.

Created by Christoph Pöhler aka DracioEly is the star of a little animation forChristoph's niece. The song is called thebogey.

http://vimeo.com/26053014
http://vimeo.com/25762312
The layers contain:

Layer 1: Ely mesh
Layer 11: Ely Armature
Layer 2: Custom Shapes (Hidden)
Layer 6: Basic camera rig
Layer 16: Basic photo background which

automatically changes position to the
camera rig

Layer 7: Two light rigs each of these light
rigs are made up of two lights. One Area
light for the Scene and one Spotlight for
the Fur (because Spotlights are the only
lights which are able to create shadows for
strands)

The textures are 16 times smaller than
the Textures on the videos… (but it is still
enough)

If you have any questions about the rig,the model, the textures, what ever! feelfree to write a comment or send me anE-Mail to cp1982@web.de or herehttp://blenderartists.org/forum/showthread.php?224337-quot-Ely-quot-or-quot-the-bogey-quot
So have fun with Ely.

Sent in by Christoph Pöhler aka Dracio Iam working on an open movie project

called "Jerks of the sea". It shouldbecome an Open Source Pirate Shortmovie.
The plot of this movie is that thesepirates are very big jerks except for theCaptain.
My job in this team is most of thecharacter modeling. I talked to thedirector Oliver Freudrich(oliver.freudrich@gmx.net) and heallowed me to send you a model fromthe movie.

Created by Erick Ramirez
This a collaborative work and library
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Izzy Speaks

http://vimeo.com/26053014
http://vimeo.com/25762312
http://blenderartists.org/forum/showthread.php?224337-quot-Ely-quot-or-quot-the-bogey-quot
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Sintel Lite Head based on Jeff Bridgesdigital topology, Some designs andconcepts are from the Tron film.
There are still several issues around inregard of shape keys, cage mesh, and aton of settings without checks. The rigcomes from Rigify (first iteration).Polygon hair and central wear may bedriven by lattices.
Some settings are not recommended tocopy because they are obviously wrong(like the light sword parented with fkcontrols) Fixes and tweaks may followas a sequel of this file.

created by Ben Simonds
This is a rig Icreated as a testfor the Two RiversPartnership, asmall animationand VFX studio inLondon whom Iwork for. They’vekindly allowed meto release the rigto the blendercommunity.

created by Francesco Milanese

This is a simplecharacter. I planto use it for asimple game butit is still a work inprogress.
For the mesh Istarted from asubsurfed cube.Then I modified it in edit mode. Iobviously textured it in blender. It's abit ugly.. but it is ok as a proof ofconcept.
Then I rigged it

www.blenderart.org Issue 35 - Character Building
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There are two approaches forrigging an arm; ForwardKinematics and InverseKinematics. Each of these twoset ups are preferable underdifferent circumstances.Forward Kinematics is good forswinging the arms in large circularmovements whereas InverseKinematics is the best for efficientlypositioning the hands. The purpose ofthis tutorial is to show you how tomake a custom switch which allowsyou to use both movements.

This is not a beginner tutorial. While Iwill cover a little about what IK and FKare, I am expecting that most readerswill already know about them, andthey are here because they want toknow how to set up an animator’sswitch to make characters able to doboth. Therefore I will only brieflycover the differences of IK and FK.

The difference between modes (Edit
mode, Object mode, Pose mode)

How to change window type with that
big button on the left of every window
header.

How to make new armature bones,
including how to use the Mirror mode to
rig both left and right sides at the same
time, and how to weight paint an
armature to a mesh.

Pivot point snapping (e.g. [SHIFT][S] >>
Snap to cursor etc)

How to navigate different layers,
including bone layers.

How the Center pivot point works (the
larger orange dot within each mesh
object)

How keyed animation works along a
timeline.
That IK does not work well with very
straight arms. I am assuming the reader
knows that the default pose for a rig is a
"T-pose" and in preparation for IK, this
pose includes slightly bent elbows, as
shown in Figure 1.

By default, rigs will have ForwardKinematic movement (or FK for short).This type of set-up means that thebones are joined one after another inparent-to-child hierarchy, so if youbend the elbow, the whole forearmmoves from theelbow jointdownwards, rightdown to the fingertips. It's as if thearm is a stiff pieceof wire. Armmovement affectsbones in a"forwards"direction from theshoulder down, asseen here in Figure 2.

Inverse Kinematics (or IK setup) arethe opposite of FK. Whereas FK meansmovement is driven from the shoulderdownwards, IK assumes it is themovement from the hand end whichdetermines how the arm shouldmove.
IK setup is similar to the floppy arm ofa cloth puppet (the ones where thehand is typically attached to a stickheld by the puppeteer). When the

by - Lance Flavell
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hand moves, the armbends tocompensate, asshown in Figure 3.
Generally speaking,IK is the most usefularm setup because itmakes positioningthe hand very easy.There are timeshowever where FKmovement ispreferred, such aswhen the characterneeds to swing theirarms in large circles, and making a switch tochange from one movement type to the otheris what this tutorial is all about.

First, set up the arm bones and weight paintthem carefully to the mesh of the character sothat the arm bends correctly when the armbones are moved in Pose mode. Personalvariations aside, this tutorial will assume thatfrom the shoulder_L bone the arms of your rigwill consist of:
bicep_L
forearm_L
hand_L

Refer back to Figure 1 for an illustration of thepositioning of these bones.
The L at the end of the bone names is there

because these bones are on the left side ofthe body, and you should also have oppositebones on the right with similar names endingin R (e.g shoulder_R). For most of this tutorialI will be referring to the left side bones andtrust that you will know to apply similar stepsfor the right. Other bones which I don’tmention (such as the fingers) are up to you.
Weight painting should be done before settingup the IK/FK switch, so do this beforeproceeding with the rest of the tutorial. Try toget rid of any odd bulges which may appearwhen you bend the arm. For the sake ofkeeping this tutorial brief I will not becovering anything like realistic wrist-twist,although such setups can be added to whatyou are going to do here.

Normally, you have to decide whether to setan arm rig to work either as ForwardKinematics (FK) or Inverse Kinematics (IK) butnot both, because you cannot simultaneouslyhave the arm lead by the shoulder end (FK)and also have the hand lead the arm (IK). Onesolution for this paradox is to have an IK/FKswitch, as seenin Figure 4,which toggleswhether thearm should befollowing IK orFK movement atany time.

By default, arm bones have FK movementonce you enter Pose mode.
In the set-up we are going to make, we will nolonger be animating the arms directly (it willonly seem to the animator as though we do).Once you have made the IK/FK switch theanimator won’t be directly moving the“normal” weight painted bones around.Instead there will be an extra two sets of arms(making three sets altogether as seen inFigure 5.) and the extra two sets will act ascontrollers for the animator to use. One setwill have FK movement, the other set will bean IK setup. The role of the switch is to tell the“real” arms to snap to either of the other sets,enabling the animator to make use of both

A normal set of arms weight painted to the mesh (the
current arms).
An extra set of arms set up for FK movement, but
without direct influence over the mesh. These arms
will be the FK controller.
Another extra set of arms set up for IK movement,
but without direct influence over the mesh. These
arms will be used as IK controllers.
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types of movement.
With the above understood, and with havingthe “real” weight-painted arm complete it’stime to make the IK and FK controllers.

Given that the default movement of the "real"arm is an FK setup, you can simply duplicatethe essential bones of this arm (bicep_L,forearm_L and hand_L) to quickly create theFK controller bones.
Make sure the arm pose is rested (no

movement has been applied.) This can be done
by selecting all bones in Pose mode, and Pose
menu >> Clear Transform >> All

Go into Edit mode
[SHIFT]-select the bicep_L, forearm_L, and

hand_L bones (not the fingers)
[SHIFT][D] duplicate the selected bones but do

not deselect (don't RMB-click the mouse

anywhere)
With the duplicated bones still selected, hit [M]

followed by the number [2] key to send them to
bone layer 2

Now we want to go to bone layer 2. This is
different from ordinary 3D scene layers. You can
find the correct location by going through the
Object Data tab (when armature bones are
selected this tab will resemble a stick figure). You
should see the bone layers in the “Skeleton” area
immediately
below as seen in
Figure 6.

Rename the
duplicated
bones to include
the letters “FK”
(e.g. Rename
the duplicated
bone
bicep_L.000 to
become
bicepFK_L). Be
sure to rename
both sides (the
right side should
have names
ending in R.)

When arm bones are duplicated as we havedone, they inherit the parent relationship (sothe duplicated bicep is still a child of theshoulder, which was not duplicated) but theygenerally lose their weight paint influenceover the mesh. This is good because we don’twant the controller bones to directly influencethe mesh. As a precaution to ensure theydon’t influence the mesh, go to the Bone taband RMB select each of the bones in turn (one

at a time). Eachtime, uncheckthe “Deform”option furtherdown in theoptions of theBone tab, asshown in Figure7.
The next step isto make the"normal" bones(the weightpainted ones ofthe first bonelayer) snap tothese FKcontroller bonesso that theymatch any poses the FK controller bones do.You will use Bone Constraints to do this,because these can later be enabled / disabledon demand as required.
To set up a Copy Rotation constraint linkingthe bicep_L and the bicepFK_L bones together:
Go back to the first bone layer.

In Pose mode, RMB-select the bicep_L bone.
In the Bone Constraints tab, hit the “Add

constraint” button and choose to add a “Copy
Rotation” constraint.

In the “Target” area, choose Armature (or
whatever the full character rig is called).

When you have done this, in the new field for
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“Bone” choose BicepFK_L
At the moment, the “Space” field transfers from

“World Space” position to “World Space”. This is
probably fine,
although if you
are fussy you
might like to
change the
relationship to
reflect “Pose
Space” to “Pose
Space”. Note also
that the X, Y and Z
axis are all active
in the constraint,
meaning the
rotation covers all
directions.

At this point, the Copy Rotation constraintproperties should resemble Figure 8.
Now, whenever you rotate the bicepFK_Lbone, the bicep_L of the “normal” arm (bonelayer 1) copies the movement. The force ofthe constraint can be adjusted by means ofthe influence slider along the bottom of theCopy Rotation controls (see Figure 9). If youslide the Influence slider down to 0, the armswill no longer match.
Use the sameprocess to addCopy Rotationconstraints to theother bones inthe arm. Youshould have these bones…

bicep_L >> should follow (Copy Rotation

constraint) bicepFK_L (you have done this
already)

forearm_L >> should follow (Copy Rotation
constraint) forearmFK_L

hand_L >> should follow (Copy Rotation
constraint) handFK_L
…and of course the bones of the right hand arms
as well, replacing “L” at the end of each bone
name with “R”

When you are done, you should find thatposing the FK controller bones (in Pose mode)transfers the movement to the full “real” arm.You’re now ready to make the IK controllersetup.

So far, so good. The FK controller arm isworking as it should be. Now we will make theIK controller arm. First, be sure to turn off theinfluence of the FK controllers. Otherwise theFK controller you have made won’t releasetheir hold of the “normal” arm and this willinterfere with any testing you will want to doas you make the IK controller bones. To dothis, select the bicep_L, forearm_L and hand_Lbones, one at a time, and slide the “Influence”slider at the bottom of each Copy Rotationconstraint all the way down (to the left),setting their values to zero.
In the same way that you duplicated the armbones to make a new set for the FK controllerbones, you also need to make a new set forthe IK controller bones. The original “normal”bones now have rotation constraints which we

don’t want to copy across onto the new IKcontroller arms. Instead, it is efficient tosimply duplicate a new set of IK arms fromthe FK controller arms.
In the Object Data tab, enable bone layer 2(where the FK controller bones reside) but notbone layer 1, so that you can only see the FKcontroller bones. Make sure you are in Editmode. Now you can select all the bones(bicepIK, forearmIK and handIK) by hitting the[A] key.
With these bones selected, hit [SHIFT][D] toduplicate them, then hit [M] followed by thenumber [3] to send these duplicates to bonelayer 3. Switch to bone layer 3 so you arelooking at only these new bones.
Before you go about making lots of changes,rename the bones suitably. For example,instead of being called bicepFK_L.000, youshould renamethis bone tobecomebicepIK_L.Suitable nameswould bebicepIK_L,forearmIK_L andhandIK_L. Checkthat these new IKcontroller bonesdo not have“Deform” enabled,switching it off ifthey do.
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If you already know how to change the bonesfrom FK to IK with the settings as shown inFigure 10, go ahead. For those who need arecap:
Break (unparent) the hand from the arm at the

wrist. You need to do this because if the hand is
attached, then it inherits FK movement from the
forearm. This will prevent it from being able to
move about independently in the way that is
needed for IK movement. To do this you need to
be in Edit mode. Select the handIK_L bone, and
under the Bone tab in the Relations area, you will
see that it is parented to the forearmIK_L bone.
Delete this entry altogether.

Enter Pose mode and RMB-Select the
forearmIK_L bone. Through the Bone Constraints
tab, add an Inverse Kinematics constraint.
Change the of Chain Length property of this
constraint to 2 (this makes the constraint work to
affect up to two bones; the forearm and bicep)

Change the Target field to Armature (or
whatever else the rig is called) and enter
handFK_L in the Bone: field which follows. When
in Pose mode, this causes the wrist end of the IK
controller arm bones to attach themselves to the
hand as though magnetised.

The hand will now have a basic IK movementso that when you move the hand around (inPose mode) the arm follows the movement.Notice that if you move the hand inwardstowards the shoulder, the elbow bends toallow the movement. Try not to move the armso far away that you pull it away from thewrist. The hand will detach because it hasbeen unparented, but pulling it away from thearm would simply make any animations lookunrealistic.

The IK action from the hand works fine so far,but a proper IK setup should also include anelbow controller so that as the elbow bends,the animator is able to specify the directionthat the bend in the elbow is pointing. Forexample, as the hand moves in towards theshoulder, should the elbow bend pointupwards into the air or should the elbowpoint down to the floor?
Select the ball at the elbow tip.
Extrude this outwards (most likely this will be

along the direction of the Y axis), quite some
distance from the arm.

From here, extrude another small bone
upwards (direction “Z”), and name this new bone
"elbowpoleIK_L"

Delete the bone which leads out to the new
elbowpoleIK_L bone, as shown in Figure 11.

Select the elbowpoleIK_L bone and unparent it
(delete the parent entry, which will currently be
“bicepIK_L”). It needs to be unparented in order
to move it around freely.

Return to Pose
mode. Select the
forearmIK_L
bone. In the Pole
Target field of the
bone, enter
Armature (or the
name of the rig)
and when a new
Bone field
appears, enter
elbowpoleIK_L

Your IK constraint settings should now looklike Figure 12. When you move the hand bonein towards the shoulder, the arm bends andthe elbow is "supposed to” point towards thefree floating elbowpoleIK_L bone. The chancesare that the direction is out and therefore the“Pole Angle” offset needs to be corrected (thisvalue is among the settings of the forearmIK_Lbone’s IK constraint as seen in Figure 13).
Getting this right is typically the most fiddlypart of making an IK arm, although it's prettystraight forward once you get the gist. Youshould be aware that resetting bone roll willaffect the offset so it is good practise to applyArmature >> Bone Roll >> Recalculate Roll >>Z Axis immediately prior to assigning the IKoffset angle (do this in Edit mode, with the IKbones arm bones selected).
An easy way of getting the correct offset angleis to go into Posemode and move thehand towards toshoulder so there isan obvious bend.Then, drag-slide yourmouse over theoffset value so thatthe elbow pointsdirectly to the baseof IK_elbow_L. Moreoften than not, thecorrect value isusually 0, 90, -90 or180 degrees.
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When donecorrectly, the IKarm should bendas you move thehand towardsthe shoulder (inPose mode) andthe bend in the elbow should be in thedirection which points towards the freefloating elbowpoleIK_L out the back.

Now that the FK controller arm has proper

Pose mode movement, you will need to addbone constraints to the “normal” arm so thatit follows the movement of the IK controllerarm. But to do this, you should first nullify theFK constraint, otherwise it will get in the wayof you seeing the effect of the IK constraintwhen you want to test whether it is working.Simply slide the Influence slider of the FKconstraint all the way down to zero.
Similar to before, but this time for IK, use thesame process of adding Copy Rotationconstraints to the other bones in the arm. Youshould have these bones…

bicep_L >> should follow (Copy Rotation
constraint) bicepIK_L

forearm_L >> should follow (Copy Rotation
constraint) forearmIK_L

hand_L >> should follow (Copy Rotation
constraint) handIK_L

Strictly speaking, to make the “normal” armaccurately follow the movement of the IKcontroller arm, you could also considerunparenting the hand_L bone from forearm_Land adding a Copy Location constraint tohand_L so that it follows the World Spacelocation of handIK_L.
In practise though, this is not necessarybecause there is no reason for the animatorto make the hands stretch unrealistically awayfrom the wrists, and the steps make a lot ofunnecessary work because of the need foradding extra Copy Location constraints. Itworks out better just to have the arms as theyare now. It’s time to work set up the IK/FK

switch.

At last, we are now ready to make the magicalIK/FK switch itself.
The first task is to make the switch shape,which will be two bones shaped to look like acircular slider in a rectangular boundary. Thecircular slider will itself have constraints sothat it will be unable to move outside theboundary. It's preferable that its movement ateither extreme (up and down position in theswitch) is one unit. i.e. the off position has alocal bone position of Y=0 and the on positionhas a local bone position of Y=1. This willsimplify making a formula later when wegenerate a driven key which the switchoperates.
The switch will be made from a couple ofCustom Shaped bones.
Start off by preparing some custom shapeobjects for use by the switch. In Object modeperform [SHIFT][A]>>Add>>Mesh>>Plane. Inthe Object Data tab, name the plane“switchborder_shape”. Next, add a circle with[SHIFT][A]>>Add>>Mesh>>Circle and this timecall it “switchslider_shape”.
Don’t worry that these shapes aren’t finalisedas yet, you will adjust them to fit once thebones which will use them are in place. Withthe custom shape objects made, it’s time tomake the IK/FK Switch bones themselves.
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In front view, select the Armature and enterEdit mode. You could now use [CTRL][A] toadd the new bone, but it’s better to takeadvantage of Armature mirroring so you canhave symmetrical bones on the other (theright) side. To do this, select the tip of a neckbone and hit [SHIFT][E] to extrude a bone outover the shoulder. From here, hit [E],[Z],[1]followed by [ENTER]to extrude yet anotherbone directly upwards, the size of one BlenderUnit. Name this new bone “switch_border_L”and delete the bone leading up towards itfrom the neck.
In Pose mode, select the switch_border_Lbone then enter the Bone tab and assign theCustom Shape field as switchborder_shape.You should also set it to display as wireframe.Since it’s a controller as opposed to acharacter bone,uncheck theDeform property,seen in Figure 14.Make sure you alsoname the oppositeboneswitch_border_R orbone mirroring willcease to work.
Now that the switchshape has been applied and is visible as acontroller over the shoulder, you will noticethat is it too large. Do not resize bones, as thiscauses constraint related complications if youlater decide to assign a character’s “restpose”. A better way to resize bone shapes is toedit the original mesh shapes themselves.

Select the switchborder_shape, and enter Editmode. Select all the vertices by using the [A]key, then scale the shape down to a sensibleworking size (about [S] 0.2[ENTER]). Do thesame with the switchslider_shape mesh.
Now that you have a bone representing theswitch border (a square for now) you need tomake the slider control within the switch.

In Edit mode, select switch_border_L and
duplicate it with [SHIFT][D].

Rename this new bone to be switch_slider_L
Make the switch_slider_L a child of

switch_border_L by changing the parent field of
switch_slider_L to be switch_border_L (this setting
is in the Relations area of the bone tab. Make
sure you do not have the “Connected” option
checked while you do this or the bone will jump
out of place).

When you enter Pose mode, the switch sliderlooks like a large circle in a square of thesame size. Do not resize the bones yet or thenext calculations will be offset. It is moreimportant to adjust the shape before the size.
At the moment the slider circle can be movedaround all over the place. You need to fixthings so that the circle can only movevertically, and only as far as the edges of theborder.

Add a Limit Location constraint to
switch_slider_L.

Change the Convert field from “World Space” to
“Local”.

Check the “For Transform” field. This makes the

limit stop completely at the point. Without this,
the slider may appear to stop at the desired limit
but the internal values might actually reflect that
the movement has gone further.

Check all the Min and Max values for X, Y and Z.
With all the X, Y and Z values set to 0, the circle

is now immobile when in Pose mode.
Change the Maximum Y value to 1 so your

settings match the ones in Figure 15. You should
now be able to move the switch_slider_L upwards
a short distance. If you find that the correct axis is
not Y but X or Z then your bones may have been
oriented differently from mine and you would
then need to compensate using different axis on
future instructions.

You need to make the switch border so that itfits the boundaries of where the slider canmove.
In Pose mode, move the slider up as far as itwill go, taking it outside of the current border.
Next, edit the switchborder_shape object,moving one of the edges so that the switchwhich uses the shape is correctly reshaped.
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Most likely you will need to move the topedge, one unit along the Y axis. Assuming youare in topview [Numpad 7], select the edgethen hit [G],[Y],[1],[Enter].
Now when you are in Pose mode, the slidercontrol should be able to be moved within theborder. If you have the [N] key propertiesshelf open you should notice that itsTransform value for the Y location has a rangefrom 0 to 1, depending on how far it has beenmoved along the switch.
In order to safeguard against the possibilitiesof an animator moving the switch slider orswitch border controllers in unintendeddirections, you may add other limitconstraints to prevent the illegal movement,although it is sufficient (and easier) to simplylock the location, rotation or scales values ofthe controller bones (hit the padlock icon nextto the values in the Properties shelf as shownin Figure 16). Don’t forget that you will needto reworkthe settings(customshape etcandconstraints) for theright handswitch aswell. Youare thenready forthe finalstagewhich

makes the switch actually work.

You now have a set of sliders and extra sets ofIK and FK “controller” arms which are capableof manipulating the mesh once theirconstraint influence is enabled. The final stepin this set up is to create driven keys whichwire the controller constraints to the switch sothat IK or FK movement is activateddepending on which way the switch is thrown.
While in Pose modeand for the “normal”arms, select eachbone (bicep_L,forearm_L andhand_L) and turn offall constraints toboth IK and FKcontrollers bysliding the influenceof each constraintdown to zero. Thiswill mean we get tosee the effect of thesliders only as theyare activated and wewill be able to tellwhen things areworking.
Select the bicep_Lbone.
Under the bone constraints tab, right click the“influence” value of the Copy Rotation

constraint (the one which ties it to thebicepFK_L bone). Then follow the menuthrough to “Add Driver” (as shown in Figure17). The Influence field will now turn purple,indicating that you no longer need to directlytype values into this field because it willinstead get the influence elsewhere. All thatremains is to set the driven key so that it takesthe value from the slider.
Change the name of the Copy Rotationconstraint (which is called “Copy Rotation” bydefault) to “CopyRotationFK”. You don’t needto specify the exact bone name as this willautomatically be taken into account in theGraph Editor labels. Go to a new Graph Editorwindow and change the header from “F-CurveEditor” to “Drivers”.
To the left you will see the action,appropriately named “Influence (bicep_L :CopyRotationFK)”. Select this action and itsvalues should show in the [N] key Propertiespanel on the right of the Graph Editorwindow. Within these settings, change thename from “var” to “FKbicep” (note this step isoptional, you can leave it as “var” if you like. Ijust like to name things because it can behelpful when trying to identify problems whensomething goes wrong).
In the Ob/Bone fields, choose “Armature” (orwhatever your rig happens to be called) andthen “switch_sider_L” from the bone fieldwhich appears. To link the bicep rotation tothe Y-axis location of the slider, choose “YLocation” from the dropdown list and checkthe box for “Local Space”. Now all that is
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needed is to create an equation to evaluatethe Influence value, based on the Yswitch_slider_L position.
In the Expr: field (meaning the formulaexpression), type the name you have giventhis variable (currently this will be ”FKbicepL”,although if you didn’t rename it just before, itmay still be “var”). In doing this, you areeffectively saying that the driven key willcause the Influence of the rotationalconstraint of the IKbicep to be relative to thevalue of the Y-axis location of switch_slider_L.
Essentially, you are saying; Rotationalinfluence (FKbicepL) = Y position ofswitch_slider_L
When the switch_slider_L is at the bottom(Y=0) the FK influence will have no effect,whereas when the switch_slider_L is moved tothe top (Y=1) then the FK will kick in with fullinfluence. The settings for the driven keyshould so far look like those in Figure 18.

You can now test whether the arm is correctlyrigged by going to bone layer 2 (where the FKarm is residing). In Pose mode, RotateFKbicep_L so that it is off centre.

Then go back to the slider control and movethe slider up and down. You should see thearm shoulder/bicep snap on and off to thebicep relative to the slider movement.
Now that the slider is working to activate /deactivate snapping to the FK controllers, youwill also want to have the same treatment forthe IK controllers. The difference is, that youwill want the opposite formula to happen;whereas the FK controller is active when theslider is at the top, the IK should come intoeffect when the slider is the inverse, at thebottom of the slider.
Because the slider’s movement is from 0 to 1(in the Y location), all you need to do togenerate the opposite effect is subtract itfrom 1. So, whereas before we had FK workedout as;
Rotational influence (FKbicepL) = Yposition of switch_slider_L
Now for IK, the equivalent opposite would be;
Rotational influence (IKbicepL) = 1 – (Yposition of switch_slider_L)
Enough theory. Here are the steps:

Select the bicep_L bone.
In the Bone Constraints for bicep_L, right click

the Influence slider under the Copy Rotation
constraint for bicepIK_L, and choose “Add Driver”.
The slider will turn purple.

In the Graph Editor window (with the mode set
to “Drivers”), RMB-select the new driver function

(listed on the left) so that the properties are
displayed on the right side of the Graph Editor
window ([N] key to toggle)

Change the variable name from “var” to
“IKbicepL”

Set the Ob/Bone field to “Armature” and
“switch_slider_L”with the settings for “Y Location”
and Local Space.

In the Expression field further up, type in the
formula; 1 – IKbicepL

The IK/FK switch should now be fully working,at least for the bicep bone. I usually find theeasiest way to troubleshoot whether thingsare working is to place the IK controller armand the FK controller arms in completelydifferent places while in Pose mode (have onearm pointing up, the other pointing down).
Then, when I move the slider up and down,the “normal” weight painted arm should swapbetween the two. When the slider is up, thenormal arm follows the FK controller arm butwhen the slider is down the normal armmatches the IK movement.

Now that the bicep bones are working, youneed to follow the same process to add IK/FKdrivers to the forearm bones and the leftforearm bones. Of course, there is the otherarm on the right side as well.
It’s a tedious process but your animator isgoing to be thankful that your rig allows themto use either of FK or IK arm movement, andhaving it set up as a switch means they willeven be able to change the type of movement
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With three sets of arms, there are a lot ofbones in setting up this rig. The animatorshould not have to flip layers in order toaccess the FK or IK bone controllers, andthere are some bones (such as the IK forearmor any bones which are not controllers) whichhave no direct use for the animator being ableto see them. The “normal” arm bones (weightpainted to the mesh) are not useful for theanimator, so you should hide them by movingthem to another layer.
Then, bring each bone in the FK controllerarm (bicepFK_L, forearmFK_L and handFK_L)to bone layer 1. Likewise bring the hand bone(handIK_L) and the elbow pole controller(elbowpoleIK_L) to layer 1 as well. This way,the animator only needs to have bone layer 1active in order to access the bones which areimmediately useful to them.
As an extra courtesy, you can also use adriven key to hide the FK or IK controllerbones when they are not in use. For example,when the animator switches to FK movement,why not make the IK controller bonesautomatically turn invisible?
Among the improvements which Blender 2.5has over previous versions, is the idea that“everything is animatable”. This includesvirtually any control in the properties of anObject. Just right click and from the resultingmenu, opt to insert an animation key. If keyscan be set… so can the drivers.

In Pose mode, select the bicepFK_L bone (the
one which controls the left bicep FK movement)

In the Bone tab, go down to the Display section.
You will see there is a “Hide” option which can be
used to toggle the visibility of the selected bone.
LMB-click this bone and select “Add Driver” from
the menu which appears.

In the Graph Editor window, RMB-select the
new “Hide (bicepFK_L)” driver.

Rename the variable from “var” to
“hidebicepFK”

Set the Ob/Bone field to “Armature” and
“switch_slider_L”with the settings for “Y Location”
and Local Space.

Finally, change the expression to read “1 -
hidebicepFK”

When you slide the slider all the way to the
bottom (for IK movement) the FK arm controller
bones should disappear.

Do the same for the FK forearm and the FK
hand controllers.

Repeat the process for the two IK controllers;
handIK_L and elbowpoleIK_L, except that in the
last step, don’t subtract from 1. The expression
should rather be “hidehandIK” and
“hideelbowpoleIK” (not “1 - hidehandIK” or “1 -
hideelbowpoleIK”)

Of course, do the same again for the other arm.
Taking the IK, FK and the hide-boneconstraints into consideration, you have a lotof driven keys to make as shown in Figure 19,but then the result should prove worthwhilewhen done.
Once finished, when you use the IK/FK switch,the appropriate controller bones shouldappear, giving you the type of movement (IKor FK) that you desire.

I’ll leave you with a brief note on animatingwith the IK/FK setup. IK and FK arms neverline up exactly, so if you perform ananimation where the movement slips fromone type to another (e.g. picking up the ballwould be IK, but hurling it in a big spin wouldchange to FK movement) then it is a bad ideato key a sudden changeover, as there willlikely be a visible jump in the arm during thischange.
Have the IK/FK slider change over a numberof frames and animate both the IK and FK setsof arms to match the movement during thetransition. The result should be smooth andunnoticeable by the audience
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I studied biology and always hada specific interest in Arthropods(Spiders, Millipedes, Crustaceansand Insects). In an organism thatis to be studied extensively, a fewgeneral rules apply for selectingit as a specimen. One isavailability. The desert locust canbe purchased anywhere and Iwas determined that in this project I doeverything myself and in Open Sourceprograms. So I bought twograsshoppers, and dissected one ofthem, taking pictures of the outer bodyparts for reference and texture painting.Don't be shy about using point andshoot cameras for the texture pictures,their small focal length is perfect foravoiding depth of field blur. Just makesure your object doesn't fill the entireframe, because of the vignetting effect.
It is always a good idea to take thepictures yourself and take them fromthe same specimen (object). I was reallyhappy to see that the top view alignedperfectly with the side and bottom viewin the texture paint, I didn't have tocorrect any offsets or seams. This issomething you can control beforehandif you take the pictures yourself.

Starting the Object was pretty straightforward, I loaded my reference imagesand started with my method of choice:Box modelling. So I took a cube andkept adding edge loops along the side aswell as transversally until I had enoughdetail to carve the grooves along theBody. I found that in Arthropods 6 – 8vertices around the legs is a goodnumber depending on the polycountyou're going for.

Of course I used a mirror modifier forthe start, but there is more work youcan save yourself if you think ahead anddo a little planning before the actualmodelling. I had to learn that the hardway, by starting over quite a few timeswith past projects, but I did learn fromthe failures as well.
So if you analyze the Locust's body parts

you'll see it has –more or less – 2 kindsof legs, the shorter two pairs at the frontand the long jumping legs. So the shortleg only needs to be modelled once,then you can rig it and afterwards joinboth the legs with the body and the rigwith the main armature. I found this tobe a very elegant method. Before youdo that make sure to give the bones –and with that the vertex groups –distinguishable names.
I just used the biological terms for thesegments of the legs. E.g. Femur ofthe first left leg would be Fe_I.L. The .Lis another important thing. If youname your bones with .L or .R at theend, Blender will be able to flip thenames (in Edit mode: W -> flip names).If you duplicate and mirror yourbones, the duplicates will be namede.g. Fe_I.L.001. If you choose W -> flipnames Blender will automaticallyreplace the .L.001 with .R in the bonenames.
This way you can quickly mirror yourarmature without having to rename allthe bones yourself. This is especiallyhandy for Characters with more than4 extremities.
So before I joined the legs and thearmatures with the main Objects(CRTL + J) I did the entire rig, includingIK and weight painting for one leg,duplicated it and saved myself a big

by - Frederik Steinmetz



While looking at the legs I noticed a lot of spikesalong the Tibia, especially on the jumping legs. Icouldn't solve that problem with normal maps,because the spikes actually stand out from thetopology of the leg, but I didn't feel likemodelling every spike. Luckily I was alreadydoing the legs separately, so I added a circle ofeight vertices (SHIFT + A -> add Mesh -> circle,F6 to edit the vertices count), extruded it andmodelled two spikes, extruding two of the sidefaces. I added an array (Fig. 2) to that. Make sureyou enable "Merge" and that your top andbottom vertices actually do merge. Once you'rehappy, apply the modifier and enable the add-on "loop-tools" in the user preferences (CRTL +ALT + U) then you can bridge (W -> loop tools ->bridge) when you have two loops with the sameamount of vertices selected. This way you caneasily connect the spikes to the beginning of theleg (Fig. 1).

There are a couple of great tutorials out therefor UV unwrapping and texture painting inBlender, so all I am going to say is make sure to

use GIMP or a similar software to remove anyspecularities from your pictures. Otherwise theywill interfere with the lighting of your renders.

When you're using scanline renderers asopposed to physically correct rendererstranslucency is not very accurate. You can fake itby manipulating the back value of the SSS butthat affects your entire model and I found it toignore where the light is coming from. Of coursethere is a slider for translucency, but afterplaying around with it for a while all I found it todo is show shadows that get cast on thebackside of the model to be seen by the camera.So I used material nodes. You don't see manytutorials about material nodes, even thoughthey are incredibly useful.

They are basically the same as Render nodes,just remember to take into account that everynode you add will react according to the lighting,

the shadow and the camera position etc. of yourObject. So by using the original UV layout of myLocust I painted the areas where I wanted theSSS material to appear (Fig. 3) between gray andblack depending on how translucent I wantedthe legs to be in that particular area. I assignedthis grayscale map to a shadeless material andused it as a factor to mix the two materialstogether.

For the swarm I joined all my Objects (head,thorax, body with legs, inner and outer wings)together so that the particle simulation wouldonly have to calculate the positions of oneObject per particle. I used three offset flightcycles so the locusts’ flying wouldn't be uniform(CRTL + G with the three locusts selected).

In the particles settings under rendering select:"Group" and "Pick Random". Then I used 3 curveguides (Fig. 4) to make the locusts fly around thecamera. The final shot had 500 locusts swarmingthe camera
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Hi Blender users, my name isHassan Yola. I am a student andFrench Blender user. I live inYaoundé, Cameroon with myparents, brother and sister. Istarted using Blender in 2007because I wanted to makemovies. That was my dreamsince I was a child. I didn’t thinkthat it would be possible, but yes, thisyear, I started making a movie withBlender. I began like other Blenderdummies, reading every Blendertutorial and Blender mag I could find onthe web, and by subscribing to someBlender forums like blenderclan andblenderartists.
I thought that now I'd learned enoughto produce some little animations withmy own still pictures. After learningsome rigging and skinning stuff, I beganto work on animating my characters. Sothis year I produced my first shortanimation with a very simple story. OnMay of 2011, my short open movieproject officially started. Of course Istarted by writing the story which was alittle bit hard for me because it was thefirst time and I had no idea of how towrite. Finally it took me one week tofinish it.

The story is about a little boy who hasnightmares about an old and forlornhouse. He then begins to avoid thathouse, until destiny puts that house inhis way. When I finished the writingprocess I started creating both my maincharacters (the boy and the house). Thatwas the fun part because I already hada precise idea of what I really wanted.

So I finished that part very quickly, butof course, the entire process of creatinga 3D character ready for animation tookme more time. It took me about acouple of weeks to achieve that, andthen I did the storyboard. This is a veryimportant thing because you should

refer toit toknowwhatscenesto do,whattheshotwillrequirein terms of modeling, animation, timeneeded for each scene etc.
The animation was verydifficult because I wasdoing it for the firsttime with complicatedaction and acting. Thebook of RichardWilliams, (Techniquesd’animation sur ledessin amine,l’animation 3D et le jeuvideo) helped me somuch, most of the timeI referred to it to plan my animation.
One problem I had was with the realspeed of my animation because mycomputer was not powerful. I only usedthe key frame technique and alwaysstarted by putting the start, breakdownand end pose, and then working on theposes in between.
Animating an entire scene alone is verytiring… especially the action or fighting

by - Hassan Yola



scenes. For most of my earlier projects, I gaveup on it because the animation was toocomplicated. But when I saw Big Buck Bunny, Ibecame excited and wanted to make ananimation. It was my principal motivation, sothanks to Sacha Goedegebure and all of thePeach open movie team.

The other part I really enjoyed doing in this filmwas compositing. I had never done that beforeand I really didn’t understand it. But since I sawthe Pablo Vasquez tutorial, I have started to

really like compositing.

I also use Macromedia Flash in combinationwith Blender because I love the way it allows meto control image sequences, speed and videocompression. For rendering I use the Blenderrenderer to render my works during the night.At this time I am working on the latest scene.When I'm finished my friend will do the soundpart. I hope to finish the movie this month ornext. I hope that people will enjoy the film
Happy blendering...
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I modeled the head poly bypoly using the images of Lilianaas a reference since it providesa base mesh with nice loops. Istart at the nose and thenmove onto the eyes, mouth,chin, jaw, ears and finally Iclose the back of head. So this isbasically my workflow for the head.
When I have this base done I start totweak the proportions and work with

sculpt tools to get the look I want.
For the eyes I used two separatespheres and then I modeled thecornea, iris and pupil. I also modeled

the eyelashes but instead of using hairfor this, I used small cylinders and justduplicated and tweaked them. Youcould do this using the texture foryour front view reference applied toyour model. Just do a Projection fromView in front view.
This way you have the position of youreyelashes and you can pose yourcylinders. I learnt this trick in a coolbook from Ballistic called The Face.

I used the images of Liliana to makethe textures of Ruby as well. First, Iused texture paint with Project fromView UV mapping and painted theimages of the front and side view onthe mesh. So now we have a basetexture on the main UV map that wascreated before.
After this I go to the GIMP and startworking on the diffuse texture. I copyand paste the good parts of thetextures to improve some bad areas. Irarely use the clone stamp because ifyou aren’t really good with this, it’seasy to screw up your texture. Whenthe texture is done, I use the sharpenfilter to bring out the details.
I worked with 4k images for thediffuse and bump maps and 2kimages for the other maps.

by - Lucas Falcao



To make the skin shader I created a materialnode with four SSS layers and an extra twolayers for specularity. The four SSS layers arefor the overall color, epidermal, sub-dermaland back scatter while the other two are forthe soft and hard specular.

I also used one more SSS layer for the eyes asthis will give them a lot of realism.

The hair was made in Blender, using thechildren method as hair particles. This waygives you more control because the childrenwill follow the hairparticles exactly .You could also grabthe particles andput them whereyou want. Sincethey’re linked to theparticles, justuncheck the Rootoption in tool bar.Then start to comband tweak.

For the lighting I wanted to give Ruby a calmlook, so I used a more diffuse illuminationsetup. For this I used two spot lights at thefront of her, one spot at the back as back lightand one more spot turned to background tocreate a kind of bloom effect. There is onetrick I used in lighting. I created two big

planes and linked them to the two front spots,then I created a white material with selfillumination for the planes. So this way youhave some fake reflections like area lights thatyou could see in the eyes.

The composition I made is simple, I justrendered three passes: Z depth, specular andambient occlusion. First I adjust the contrastand saturation, then I adjust the specular andambient occlusion.
After this I applied effects like Glare andDefocus. One of the tricks I used is to use theZ depth map to control the backgroundseparation without rendering another layer.To do this just connect the Z pass in the factorof any node. The ColorRamp was used tocontrol and adjust the maps like ambientocclusion or Z depth
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My name is Marco Lorenzetti,I'm Italian and I work in CADbut with casual contracts.
My dream would be to work forthe Blender Foundation,perhaps on an Open Movie.Open Source is a wonderfulworld where I learned a lotthanks to the precious resourcesshared by the users so I decided toshare what I learned. I love modeling,especially for the renders that seemcomplete once I learned to handle allaspects of my 3D work.

I started doing computer graphics inorder to create 3D characters,especially female figures in bothrealistic and artistic forms. I decidedto create characters that werecredible, but had all those nuances inthe features of real faces. At first Iused commercial programs, but oneday I saw fantastic models from theBlending Life competition on theInternet, I was especially impressedwith the models of Angela Guenetteand those of Otsoa.
I started using Blender 2.49. At thebeginning I had problems with the

interface but then I realized that theseproblems were a strong point. I wasimpressed by its system of sculptingand the possibility of animating acharacter who possesses variouslevels of detail with multires.

Seeing the beautiful face of Rihanna, Ithought it was perfect to recreate in3D. She has an easily recognizableface with features that are easy toread and identify. I first created abasic model with 4 sides and thenadded a multires modifier at level 3.
I then imagined various poses andrenders. The last one I proposed isinspired by a photo of her in whichshe is portrayed with her face upagainst the backdrop of theCaribbean.
I started to sculpt an intermediatemodel that showed a goodresemblance to her based on themany high-resolution references Ifound on the Internet. I rigged themodel with an armature and then Iposed it in the position I wasinterested in.
I then began to recreate theproportions by using symmetry andrecreating the look of the pose whilemaintaining the credibility of themodel at different angles (fig 1).

I have paid a lot of attention to thenose. I used the pinch brush to createthe lines that determine the shape ofthe nose. I used the brush polish tocreate the flat parts of the nose (fig 2).

I made the lips in the same way,taking extra care with that line at thetop of the lips. I used the crease brushfor those furrows between the noseand lips and cheeks.

Having decided that I obtained a goodlikeness, I used projection mapping(after unwrapping the model) andbaked the texture using the same

by - Marco Lorenzetti



Once I got the colormap (fig 4)
I used texture painting.I mostly used the clonebrush to fix the partswith defects andcreated a map thatworks from any visiblepart of the model (fig 5)

I created the hair from a copy of the facemesh and used various emitters with thevertex map. I used children and have combedthe hair (figure 6). I set the thickness of thestrands according to the resolution of therender. I used a material with two textures:

-
a color map created using an image of hair
captured from the reference
-a specular noise map

I have created a material for the skin usingthe nodes from the tutorial that appeared inissue 16 of this magazine (figure 7).

The earrings are created from a simple meshcircle transformed into torus through a screwmodifier. Even here I made a map by bakingthe reference map. Then I created the earringhooks by extruding from a cube with an

applied subsurfmodifier (figure 8)

I used simplelighting (4 lights)because I like tohave short rendertimes. To controleverything quicklyand in order to usethe model foranimation, I justused the defaultrender settings(render_no_curve). Ialso used a bit of compositing with nodes(mostly the curves node) to adjust levels andcolor (render_1).

I will not deal with the part about the eyesbecause I think it is already well discussed inthe tutorials that you can find on the web.

I hope to have shared my techniques aboutmy model. I learned a lot from Open Sourceand I hope to have contributed. I also hope toimprove this wonderful way of sharingcomputer graphics
You can contact me and see my works onwww.lorenzettiarte.com
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The head of the video group atmy day job has a secretidentity. For 35 years he hasalso gone by the moniker “Dr.MadBlood”, host of a campylocal horror movie show.
A few years ago I did a Tron themedshot for their Halloween show, butthis time they wanted somethingmuch more ambitious. A full minuteof character animation done on a veryshort deadline.

I had worked in Lightwave for severalyears, but I knew the characteranimation tools were not up to thetask so I imported and modified aBalrog style creature I had createdpreviously into Blender for riggingand animating. In fact, aside from theinitial model the entire project wascompleted in Blender.
For the Armature I made use of theDuplication and Mirror functions so Ionly had to create and position bonesfor one side of the character, then

simply mirrored the bones over to theother side.
I like to use FK as much as possible,but this character had bat-like wings,a long tail and flexible neck. I wouldneed something to give those parts ofthe character a sinuous feel.
Thankfully, Blender has a simple yetpowerful solution, Under the Displaysection of the Object Data panel forthe Armature simply set the displaytype to B-Bone. Also, for any bonethat has to flex such as in the tail,under Bone>>Deform set theSegments property to be greater than0. This will create a smoothdeformation when the bone isrotated, no fancy rigging required.
About the only place that did requirerigging expertise was the wings. Forthose I used a simple trick. For each“wing finger” I IK constrained it with aChain Length of 1 to targets parentedto a control Object.
By scaling this control Object the wingfingers will spread or contract. Thiswing rigging technique is very easy toset up but has incredible flexibilityand power. I have a video tutorialdetailing this technique here onYoutube:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvjJq_XzaGo

The next step was animation. Againdue to the time constraints I neededto use Blender’s powerful tools tohelp me meet my deadline. For theopening shot where the creaturewalks forward and roars, I used theNLA editor to speed up the animationprocess and give me the flexibility tochange the animation quickly if theMadblood folks needed a differenttiming.
In this case I created a “walk”animation and an animation of thecharacter simply moving forward. Inthe NLA I placed the move forwardanimation on the bottom track withthe Extrapolation set to Nothing, thenplaced the walk animation strip on thetrack above the first clip withExtrapolation set to Hold and AutoBlend In/Out checked.

by - Brian Williamson

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvjJq_XzaGo


Now the character will walk and moveforward. You can change the timing of any ofthe animations simply by selecting a clip andhitting the “S” key to scale it. Setting theExtrapolation to Hold will allow the animationclip to blend better with subsequentanimation clips you add. In this case Ianimated the character doing a roar at theend of the walk. With the walk clip set to holdthere was no pop or poor transition at theend of the clip.

The final stage was of course rendering and itwas here that I ran into the most problems. Iwanted the creature to have glowing eyes andmy first thought was to create some verticesand assign a material set to Halo. It lookedgreat but the problem was that even whensomething solid passed in front of the eyesthey were still showing through. My solutionwas to parent small spotlights to thecreature’s head and set those to Halo. The

end effect was very similar to my initialconcept.

The Dr. Madblood crew and fans greatlyenjoyed the animation. Creating thisanimation using Blender’s speedy tools was agreat learning experience. It may be cliche tosay so, but without Blender I could not havemet my deadline or the results would havebeen much worse
You can see the scene from the Dr. Madbloodshow here:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVWc1wjz12Q
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I would like to introduce acouple of friends of mine to theBlender community. First meetJoe.
When I created Joe, I wasthinking about a cartoon-ishstyle character that sort of took lifeone step at a time and spent a lot oftime relaxing, or ‘slacking-off’ from hisduties. Joe is fully rigged and ready foranimation. Modeling Joe started inblender 2.52 alpha and the characterwas released to the community foruse with blender 2.54 in thisblenderartist.org thread.

Joe has been updated to work withblender 2.58a and will continually beupdated as required. The latestrelease can always be found at thepreviously mentioned link. A videodemonstration of the various controlsfor Joe can be found here.
Up next is Freddy, a cartoon-ish fishcharacter. After releasing Joe, I turnedmy attention to creating a cartoon-ishfish character. While creating Freddy, Irecorded my screen as I worked on

him. The end result is over 46 videosposted online on how I started withthe default cube, sculpted, modeled,textured, and rigged him with anarmature. A post containing the linksto the videos can be found atblenderartist.org.
In the description to the video, thereis a link to the .blend file that I createdduring the video. Up next for Freddy, Iplan to produce a series of videosshowing how to animate him, and willpost them in the previouslymentioned post.
Both Joe and Freddy are licensedunder Creative Commons, Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported, andboth .blend files contain a text blockdescribing this license. Basically,anyone is free to use these charactersfor any non-commercial use. So,blender community, let’s get busy andcreate some animations!
Happy animating!
Randy Blose aka revolt_randy

by - Randy Blose

http://blenderartists.org/forum/showthread.php?200829
http://vimeo.com/16252103
http://blenderartists.org/forum/showthread.php?198052
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Hi there, my name is IvamPretti and this is my proposalto improve the shape key facerig method in Blender, but itcan be used by any personwith any kind of softwarebecause it is an idea, aconcept. I will explain in a very simpleway so that every body canunderstand and in this way I hope togive my contribution to the Blendercommunity.
In Sintel the face rig with shape keysare gorgeous as they use just 1 shapekey for each important deformationand it works great. But let’s move to amore cartoonish style like mycharacter in Grab Your Gum.

I had a lot of trouble finding a waythat works with really bigdeformations, and this proposal is the

way to solve a lot of those troubles.
This proposal is just one layer ofimplementations I am developing, solet’s keep it simple. How do weanimate a one shape key rig like theface rig in Sintel (which uses just oneslider in a linear way)?

In my proposal we use the sameslider but this time we use two

dimensions for each deformation.
There are lots of people that use thissame idea but to control two sides ofthe face with one control. This maynot look original and you might bethinking, “Oh my god tell mesomething new”. But do have a lookatthe video (Animation Example.avi) onthe zip I provided and observe bothmethods of animation.

On the smiling action you can see theslider making an S curve and whenthe face relaxes it becomes linear likethe animation path on the picture.With this proposal you can animate inthe same way as the Sintel rig but you

can adjust the deformation for a more

by - Ivam Pretti



I provided the blend file (grab rigify.blend) sothat you can use my character (by the wayrigify in blender 2.58 is fantastic, try it outtoo). In the zip file there are more pictures ofthe shapes and the interaction of the system.We need to remember that on the blend filethere is a mirror modifier that puts thedeformation on both sides, but this can beeasily fixed by applying the mirror modifierand adjusting the shape keys with groups.Unfortunately I didn’t have the time to finishit.
If you have any questions e-mail me:ivamprettimn@gmail.com, later on I plan tomake more articles with this same character,so lets see where this goes.
Some final notes is that to make it really work,it’s necessary to sculpt the BD shape with themaximum of changes. Note the shape of themouth, the eyes, the ears, and so on
So keep blending, wish you all the best.

Ivam Pretti
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Jonathan Williamson, alreadyknown throughout theBlender community for hisoutstanding work atwww.blendercookie.org has writtenhis first book, Character Developmentin Blender 2.5. Aimed at showingBlender users how to createbelievable characters in Blender,Jonathan explains the basics ofBlender usage and then takes thereader through modeling, texturingand rendering a complete character.
BAM: Jonathan, congratulations on
finishing your first book, Character
Development in Blender 2.5 and thank
you for taking the time to answer a few
questions for us about your new book.

JW: Thanks! I'm humbled you wouldtake the time to ask about the book.
Considering the success ofyour video
tutorials, what prompted you to switch
to a written book format?

Doing a book has always been a bit ofdream for me. I have even started onea few separate times in the past, eachwith the intent of either self-publishing or approaching apublisher. As projects often gothough, those books never gotthrough the outline stage. Otherprojects took over my time. Even

though I prefer video tutorials formost instruction, there is somethingvery nostalgic and comforting aboutflipping through a book. I think thiswas the main reason I was driven towrite it. Well that and when thepublisher first asked me to write it Iknew I was in trouble; I am not verygood about turning down projects!
I know you consider yourselfa topology
snob, did that influence your decision to
focus on character modeling?

Yes and no actually. I am, without adoubt, a self-professed topology snob.However, the topology aspect canapply to any kind of modeling.Regardless of the subject matter,topology is nearly always veryimportant. My decision to focus oncharacter modeling was more basedin my love of characters andcontinuing desire to push my ownskills in that area. After all, what betterway to polish one’s own skills than towrite a book on it?
David Revoy is my favorite concept
artist and I know a favorite ofmany in
the Blender community, what
influenced your decision to use concept
art created by David?

After seeing David's work on Sintel Idon't think there was any other optionfor me. I really wanted David's work inthe book, and more than anything Iwanted to model from David's work!

Luckily, he was kind enough toprovide the artwork no problem. Infact, the artwork I used is the same ason his Chaos and Evolutions DVDwhich David developed to fit the styleof the book. He got two birds with onestone.
Did you consider other character model
references?

I did consider a few others, butnothing seriously. Before approachingDavid, I had not narrowed down anyother artists and had simply beenlooking at other character artwork thatI liked.
When modeling your own characters,
do you draw the model reference sheets
or do you find references online (or
other places)?

Even though I love to draw, I certainlywould not consider myself to be goodat it. For this reason I generally like tobase my own work off of variousreferences I find around the web. Or,if I'm lucky, I can talk a buddy or twointo drawing something for me!
Does the character used in Character
Development in Blender 2.5 have a
name?

Actually no…I am terrible with namesand even though I kept it at the backof my mind throughout the entirewriting process, I never came up with
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a name that I liked...
When you were modeling the character,
did you use a screen capture program
to capture screen shots as you modeled
or did you plan your steps ahead of
time and grab screen shots as you
went?

I grabbed screenshots as I went.Normally I would take a screenshotevery 10-30 seconds to make sure Ididn't miss anything. In the end, Ithink I had over 1500 screenshots towade through.
During the process ofwriting Character
Development in Blender 2.5, howmuch
planning and preparation was
required?

There was a lot of planning and prepwork! The final table of contentsactually looks nothing like the original.I have to give extra thanks to myEditor, Kezia Endsley for putting upwith me throughout the process. Ididn't actually fully finalize the Tableof Contents until a month or twobefore going to print. In fact, if Iremember right, a full two chaptersgot completely changed, re-positioned, and or removed justbefore completion. The fact that shewasn't pulling out hair alludes to hergreat patience and flexibility!
Ifyou had it to do over again, would
you change how you prepared and

actually wrote the book?

It's hard to say. Writing a book wassuch a fluid process for me, I can'treally say what I would or wouldn't dothe second time around. Whether Iwanted to or not, I had to remainflexible throughout the entire process,namely because Blender keptchanging on me. I actually rewroteseveral of the chapters 2-3 timesstrictly because things like a brandnew sculpting system wasimplemented. Yes, the sculptingsection was originally written for theold sculpting system! Oh, and yes Iplan to do it again!
Considering all your responsibilities
with Blender Cookie and life in general,
where did you find the time to actually
write a book?

I'm not sure, actually. I may haveborrowed the extra time from thefuture, which would explain why I findmyself so short on it now!
How long did it take to write?

The total development time was abouttwo years. However, this was grosslyextended from the original estimatedue to Blender’s constantdevelopment updates. If Blender wereto have been stable, and moredocumentation friendly, I imagine itwould have taken between 6 and 10months.

From experience, I know that large
scale projects often come with
unexpected surprises. During the
writing ofCharacter Development in
Blender 2.5 did you run into anything
that surprised you or caused you to
rethink your current approach?

Blender’s constant development! Asmentioned a few times above, this wasthe monkey wrench of the project.There were mornings I would wake upafter having written an entire chapterthe night before, to find that a brandnew system had been implemented,making my freshly written chaptercompletely obsolete in less than 24hours! For this reason, I had tocontinuously find ways to make thesubject matter of the book asadaptable as possible, letting mecompensate for any developmentchanges. It also means that I wasn'table to write the bulk of the book untilabout 4 months before going to print.Having completed the monumentaltask of writing a book, would you wantto do it again?
Yes :) Whether or not my publisherwants another book, I don't know, butI am already tossing around ideas fora second one. Hopefully I'll have morenews on that in the coming months.
Now that you have experience with
both video tutorials and book writing,
which format do you enjoy more?
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Truthfully, I enjoy both. They eachoffer their own unique challenges andallow me to pursue different trainingmethods than the other. That beingsaid, videos are a lot less timeconsuming for me to do.
So what are you plans for the future?

Oh, way too many. I haven't decidedwhether it's a good thing or not, but Iam one of those people that can't sitidly by. I always have to be working onsomething and so I tend to have about3-4 active big projects at any one time,and another 10 waiting in the wingsthat I want to tackle. A few of thosecurrently are to update my portfolio,start a second book, finish myLowpoly Character Training series forBlender Cookie, produce a TopologyGuide, and a few others I'mforgetting...
Any last comments...

Does a shameless plug count? Buy mybook! No but really, thanks again forthis opportunity to blab a bit, it'salways a nice break from the day-to-day work :)
Jonathan, thank you for sharing yourbook writing experience with us andwe wish you the best of luck withCharacter Development in Blender2.5. You can purchase CharacterDevelopment in Blender 2.5 at:Blender Cookie Amazon
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David Revoy, a freelanceartist that specializes inconcept art and illustrations, is knownthroughout the Blender communityfor his beautiful artwork. He createswonderful characters and sceneryusing a variety of Open Sourcesoftware, including Blender. I first metDavid when he released his animationThe little fairy and have been a fanof his work ever since.
BAM: David, thank you for taking the
time to answer a few questions for us.

I read in Jonathan's book, CharacterDevelopment in Blender 2.5, that thefemale character had been developedin conjunction with your Chaos &Evolutions Training DVD, how was shechosen to be the character modeled inJonathan's book?
DR: True, this character and its relatedmodel-sheet are the result of a videoabout concept art from my first DVDpublished on the Blender e-shop :Chaos & Evolutions. Roughly a yearback, Jonathan asked me to create twofull character designs. Then Iproposed this one as it was alreadypublished and available as CC-By (asare all the drawings made on the DVD). The other character I did for himbecame Kara, you probably met heron Blender Cookie...

To check the full size artwork(5600x2500px ) and try to model it, gohere : Thanks Graph-lib for hosting it.
You have collaborated with Jonathan
Williamson on several Blender Cookie
projects as well as his book Character
Development in Blender 2.5, are there
any plans to work on future projects
together?

Working with Jonathan is really a purepleasure. Of course, as two creativeminds, we keep discussing projectshere and there. But as I am a bitsuperstitious when it's time to talkabout our future projects not yetcompleted or planned, I will remainsilent here on our current discussions:)
Have you found that your recent work

with Sintel and your two training
DVDs, Blend & Paint and Chaos &
Evolutions, have increased public
awareness ofyour work?

For sure yes, and mostly in regards tothe Open-Source public. But I stillhave much work to do to expose myartworks to the greatest number. Forexample, recently I try to update mygallery on Deviant Art and maintain it.Also I keep posting on general CGcommunities to avoid being trapped inthe label 'Open Source'.
You have recorded / produced two
training DVDs for the Blender
Foundation, do you have any plans to
produce others?

Making a DVD like the one I did is apretty complex quest, and took me a
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lot of energy and time. But in general'yes', I have many ideas about comingup with a new tutorial series. But if Ido it, I'll really want to stop this "textlabel" everywhere and record a propervoice over.
In Blend & Paint you describe how to
use Blender to create the base render
for digital paint overs as part ofyour
work flow, how often do you use
Blender as a starting point for your
work?

That's right, I use Blender often at thebeginning of an artwork. In most cases(about 80% of the time) when it comesto landscapes, environment or specificobject design, I can save a lot of timethis way. Unfortunately, this does notapply very well to the organic designfor human, nature and creatures.
How big ofa role does Blender play in
your workflow?

Not exactly a huge part, but still totallyindispensable . I've been working thisweek on a board game and I had todesign several mazes caves from topview. I think without Blender I surelywould have taken dozens of hours tocomplete them. Thanks to a low-polymaze with a lot ofbevel/subdivision/textured displacemodifier on the top, I could obtain avery good result and repeat it for thenumber of mazes to generate. It wasvery time saving to have this toolunder the hand. Combined inside a 2D

workflow, it was generally precious tospeed up this laborious task.
As a concept artist/illustrator you have
the opportunity to work on a variety of
different project types (book covers,
board games, animations etc), what is
your favorite type ofproject to work
on?

I really appreciate any kind of work,book covers, concept art, boardgames, but what I like most is notnecessarily the type of media, butreally the degree of freedom andcreation that's given to me in a work.
You are a prolific artist, howmuch time
do you spend daily creating artwork?

A variation from a minimum of threehours and a maximum of ten hours, Irarely take a day in my life withoutdrawing or painting.
How often do you sit down and
paint/draw etc just for yourself?

Not enough for my taste, but I try tokeep doing personal stuff every day.The actual period is a bit particularbecause I am trying to draw a graphicnovel in my spare time... it takes me along time. I’ve tried it since January.Don't imagine I had time to completedozen of pages., I'm doing manyattempts and drawing to 'find mystyle'. In fact, with digital painting, Ideveloped a style that is too timeconsuming to handle the creation of a
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graphic novel. So, for the moment Iwork on style, productivity andefficiency.
Do you start out with a mental image
ofwhat you want to create or do you
just jump and see where it leads you?

I have both approaches: one is purelychaotic (like the one I presented withalchemy on the timelapse beforeSintel ) and I try to wake up myimagination this way when this one isfoggy or asleep (it happens). But onanother side I also have the process tolay down pure mind vision, a kind ofbridge between thinking image andreal picture I like to maintain. Myclients often come to me for thesecond approach.
So what are you plans for the future?

I want to become a graphic novelauthor on the long run, or anythingwhere I can 'express a story withpictures'. I had so many storiespopping in my mind all day long. Isimply want to share them.
Thanks again Sandra for this room toexpress myself in the valuableBlenderartist mag.
And we have a special bonussurprise from David. He has drawn afun character model sheet for us topractice modeling and play with.You can find the “little bot bunny”

model sheet along with licensing infoin the blend file download zip forissue #35
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Jonathan Williamson is wellknown and respectedthroughout the Blender communityas an experienced educator who hasproduced quality video tutorials andseveral DVD training series throughBlenderCookie.com as well as on hisown. Using his experience as aBlender educator, he has writtenCharacter Development in Blender2.5.
In Character Development in Blender2.5, Jonathan gives a comprehensivelook at the tools and techniques usedto model, texture and render abelievable character using Blender2.5. This book focuses solely on thecreation of the character, coveringonly the modeling, texturing andrendering of the character. Rigging,animation and special effects are notcovered.
While this book can be followed by aBlender beginner, it seems to beaimed at the user who is at leastpassingly familiar with Blender and isinterested in learning or refining theircharacter modeling skills. For thosenew to Blender, spending timepracticing the core concepts coveredby Jonathan in the beginning of thebook will enable you to follow alongmore easily.

A good educator never takes anythingfor granted, so Jonathan starts outwith a brief but thorough tour ofBlender 2.5, its tools, layout andoptions. Some tools he only mentionsin passing as he then explains moreabout them as they are needed tocomplete the tutorials.
The character you will be working onthroughout the book is based onconcept art by David Revoy, which isof course included on the companionDVD. The model sheet shows a femalecharacter who is wearing a kind ofretro fantasy, steam punkish outfitwith all appropriate views and a colorrendition of the character. In additionto the female character, you will becreating all her clothing andaccessories.
Once you have gone through theBlender tour in sections one and two,you get to section three and down tobusiness. Once you have set up yourworkspace you are ready to getstarted. You start by box-modeling abase mesh. At this point, while youare following a specific model sheet,the concepts are very simple totransfer to a future project makingthis section an ongoing valuableresource.
After blocking in the basic forms youseparate out the sections for differentbody parts and clothing. Next up is

blocking in the accessories and hair.At this point everything is still verysimple and shows just basic form andshape. Once you have finished theblocking stage you get to dive intosculpting details for the body andclothes. Then more details andmodeling on the accessories.
So now you have a nicely detailedmodel that looks great and you couldstop here if you want. But there is stillmore to be learned. Jonathan goesthrough the process of retopologizingyour character to create a lowerresolution model that can be riggedand animated far easier than yourcurrent high resolution model.
In part four, Jonathan covers lightingand rendering and setting up somebasic materials for your model.Continuing on in part five, you get intoUV mapping and creation of normalmaps.
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You now have a complete model thatshould look pretty darn amazing.Throughout the book you havelearned about a variety of modelingtools and techniques that can beapplied to future projects rathereasily.
On the companion DVD you will findall the character source files used andcreated throughout the book, as wellas some interesting goodies. Jonathanhas included a series of video tutorialson topics that he felt needed more indepth explanation. These include:
Box modeling a basic character basemesh

Introduction to sculpting
Retopologizing a head
Baking normal maps
Using GLSL shading in viewport
Posing a character with a simple rig

This is a great book that I reallyenjoyed. It did exactly what I bought itfor. It taught me how to create ahumanoid character, something Ihave somewhat avoided due tothinking that it was far morecomplicated than it actually turns outto be. In addition I got moreexperience with some modeling tools

and techniques that up until now Ihad only briefly played with. Namelysculpting, retopology and normalmaps.
I enjoyed Jonathan's writing style andwas pleased to see that his easy goingteaching style that I was familiar withfrom his video tutorials translated sowell to a written format.
The only downside, and I consider itonly a minor detraction, was thescreen shots. Jonathan included amore than adequate number of blackand white screen shots to show youwhat was going on and how yourmodel should look at given stages.And as is often a problem with blackand white screen shots, they were alittle on the dark side, which whileunfortunate, doesn't detract from thequality of the information presented.Nor was it a show stopper by anymeans as all the source files areincluded on the companion DVD,giving you the ability to take a muchbetter look at a given stage than anyscreen shot could deliver.
I would recommend this book foranyone seeking to expand theirknowledge of character modeling andBlender's modeling tools
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- Tutorials explaining Blender features, 3dconcepts,techniques or articles based on the focused theme ofthe issue.
- Reports on useful Blender events throughout theworld.
- Cartoons related to blender world.

- Send us a notification on what you want to writeand we can follow up from there.

- Images should be properly cut and represent thetext appropriately.
- Images should be provided seperately in a foldernamed (images, img or pictures).
- Images should be named/labled likewise (image1or img1 etc).
- Provide proper captions for images if and whenneeded.
- Image format prefered is PNG but good quality JPGcan also do.
- You can submit inline images in documents likeDOC or Openoffice ODT etc but make sure theimages were properly names before importing themin docs.

- Images inside a PDF are a strict no, but a pdfdocument with images if provided to show how theauthor wants the formating of doc will beappreciated.
- Make sure that screenshots are clear and readableand the renders should be at least 800px, but not
- Text should be in either ODT, DOC, TXT or HTML.

- Please include the following in your email:
- Name: This can be your full name or blenderartistavtar.
- Photograph: As PNG and maximum width of 256Px.(Only if submitting the article for the first time )
- About yourself: Max 25 words .
- Website: (optional)
Note: All the approved submissions can be placed inthe final issue or subsequent issue if deemed fit. Allsubmissions will be cropped/modified if necessary.For more details see the blenderart website.
BA takes no responsibility fo the material in any formand the submission will automatically mean thatyou have agreed to the blenderart terms andconditions for submission for more informationplease do read the disclaimer.
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